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Abstract Web photos in social media sharing websites such as Flickr are generally accompanied by rich but noisy textual descriptions (tags, captions, categories, etc.). In this paper, we proposed a tag-based photo retrieval framework to improve the retrieval performance for Flickr photos by employing a novel batch mode re-tagging method. The proposed batch mode re-tagging method can automatically refine noisy tags of a group of Flickr photos uploaded by the same user within a short period by leveraging millions of training web images and their associated rich textual descriptions. Specifically, for one group of Flickr photos, we construct a group-specific lexicon which contains only the tags of all photos within the group. For each query tag, we employ the inverted file method to automatically find loosely labeled training web images. We propose a SVM with Augmented Features, referred to as AFSVM, to learn adapted classifiers to refine the annotation tags of photos by leveraging the existing SVM classifiers of popular tags, which are associated with a large amount of positive training web images. Moreover, to further refine the annotation tags of photos in the same group, we additionally introduce an objective function that utilizes the visual similarities of photos within the group as well as the semantic proximities of their tags. Based on the refined tags, photos can be retrieved according to more reliable relevance scores. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework.



1. Introduction With the rapid popularity of the Internet and digital cameras, a tremendous amount of richly labeled photos are being posted to photo sharing websites such as Flickr.com [19] and photo forums (e.g., Photosig.com) [20]. For example, Flickr, one of the most popular photo sharing websites, hosts more than two billion Flickr images. Everyday,
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around three million photos are uploaded to Flickr.com and these photos are generally accompanied by rich descriptive keywords called tags. Such tags describe the contents of the photos and provide additional semantic information, which can be used to facilitate the retrieval of the shared Flickr photos. However, the tags created by Flickr users are usually quite noisy. After comparing the performances of the classifiers trained based on Flickr images and their associated tags, Kennedy et al. revealed that only around 50% tags are relevant to the Flickr images [5]. Moreover, the tags may be also ambiguous, incomplete and overly personalized because the diverse Flickr users are with different knowledge and background [8]. Such inaccurate tags can significantly degrade the performance of tag-based retrieval of Flickr photos. Recently, automatic tag ranking algorithms [8, 10] were proposed to rank the existing tags according to the relevance scores to the content of the given Flickr image. Li et al. [8] proposed to learn the tag relevance by counting the tag votes from visually similar photos. However, the performance of their work may significantly degrade when the visually similar images are not semantically relevant to the query image. In [10], Liu et al. adopted a kernel density estimation (KDE) algorithm to obtain the initial tag relevance estimation, and then employed a random walk-based method for tag refinement by exploiting the proximities between tags. However, both works [8, 10] did not utilize negative training samples, and they can not create new tags either. We observe that Flickr users usually upload a group of photos captured within a short period for a memorable event, a particular activity, a trip, and so on, and the semantic concepts of photos in the same group are usually correlated (See Fig. 1). However, most Flickr users are reluctant to add tags to all photos in the same group. In this paper, the photos uploaded by the same user within a short period are considered to form a semantically related group. We propose a novel tag-based web photo retrieval framework to improve the retrieval performance by re-tagging a
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group of Flickr photos (referred to as test Flickr photos). For each group of test Flickr photos, we respectively construct a group-specific lexicon which contains only the tags of all photos within the group. For each query tag (e.g., “dog”), we exploit the inverted file method [12] to automatically find the positive training web images that are related to the tag “dog” as well as the negative training web images that are irrelevant to the tag “dog”, as suggested in [12]. After that, one can train classifiers such as SVM based on these loosely labeled training web images. We observe that some unpopular tags are only associated with a limited number of positive training web images, which may degrade the performance of SVM. Therefore, we propose to learn new SVM classifiers with Augmented Features (AFSVM), which can be adapted from the linear combination of a set of pre-learned classifiers of popular tags that are associated with a large number of positive training web images. Intuitively, AFSVM can utilize the training images associated with concepts like “river” and “lake” when training a classifier for the concept “water”. The solution of AFSVM is to re-train SVM classifiers again based on augmented features, which combine the original features and the decision values obtained from the pre-learned SVM classifiers of popular tags. Inspired by [11], we also introduce a new objective function to further refine the annotation tags of test Flickr photos by additionally utilizing the similarities of test photos within the group as well as the (semantic) proximities of tags in the same group-specific lexicon. The objective function can be readily solved with a linear equation. Based on the refined annotation tags, we finally conduct tag-based photo retrieval in terms of more reliable relevance scores [10]. The main contributions of this paper include: (1) a new tag-based retrieval framework for loosely tagged photos by using a batch-mode re-tagging method, which effectively utilizes both the visual similarities of photos within a semantically related group and the semantic proximities of their tags, and (2) a new classification method of AFSVM, which performs better than SVM for this specific problem.



2. Related Work Our work is related to Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). The CBIR systems (See the recent survey [2]) usually require users to provide images as queries to retrieve photos, i.e., under the query by example framework. However, it is more natural for users to retrieve the desirable photos using textual queries (i.e., tags). The most related work is the textual query based consumer photo retrieval system proposed in [12], which also employed loosely labeled web images to learn SVM classifiers for photo retrieval. In contrast to the approach in [12], our batch mode framework can effectively utilize the similarities of photos
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Figure 1. Sample Flickr images in one group.



within the group and the semantic proximities of tags in the lexicon to improve the retrieval performance. Moreover, we propose a new classification method of AFSVM, which ourperforms SVM. Our work is also related to automatic image tagging (also known as image annotation) because Flickr photos are retagged before conducting tag-based photo retrieval. The image tagging methods can be roughly categorized into learning-based methods and web data-based methods [12]. In learning-based methods [1, 4, 13, 7] , robust classifiers are learned from the training data, and then used to detect the presence of the concepts in any test data. However, the current learning-based methods can only tag at most hundreds of semantic concepts because the concept labels of the training samples need to be obtained through time consuming and expensive human annotation. Web data-based methods used data-driven approach for image annotation. Torralba et al. [15] used kNN classifier for image tagging by leveraging 80 million tiny images which are loosely labeled with one noun from WordNet. Two indexing methods [16, 21] were subsequently developed to speed up the image search process by representing each image with less than a few hundred bits. Wang et al. [20] also employed millions of web images and their associated high quality descriptions (such as surrounding title and category) in photo forums (e.g., Photosig.com) to tag images. An annotation refinement algorithm [17] and a distance metric learning method [18] were also proposed to further improve the image tagging performances. Our re-tagging method belongs to the web data-based approach, thus it is inherently not limited to any predefined lexicon. When compared with the prior data-driven approaches [15, 17, 18, 20], our batch mode re-tagging method can simultaneously tag a group of photos captured by the same user within a short period. Moreover, most web data-based image tagging methods [15, 20] only output binary decisions (presence or absence). They do not provide a metric to rank the photos while our proposed framework
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Figure 2. The framework of our tag-based photo retrieval framework.



does.



3. Our Framework Our proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. It consists of four modules: (1) automatic web image retrieval, (2) initial tag relevance estimation, (3) graph-based tag refinement, and (4) tag-based image retrieval.



3.1. Automatic Web Image Retrieval In this module, for each group of Flickr photos, we first construct a group-specific lexicon which contains only the tags of all photos within the same group. Following [12], for each query tag (e.g., “dog”), we exploit the inverted file method to automatically find the positive training web images that are related to the tag “dog” as well as negative training web images which do not contain the tag “dog” in the surrounding texts. Considering the total number negative training web images (up to millions) is much larger than that of the positive training web images, we randomly sample a fixed number of negative web images and combine them with the positive web images to construct a smaller training set.



3.2. Initial Tag Relevance Estimation Let us denote the tags from all the test Flickr images as T = {t1 , . . . , tH }, where H is the total number of tags. Based on the loosely labeled web images in the smaller training set, we can train a set of SVM classifiers fi (x)’s (i = 1, . . . , H) for the tags ti ’s in T , which can be directly employed to obtain the initial decision values for each test Flickr photo [12]. We observe that the unpopular tags are only associated with a limited number of positive training web images, which may significantly degrade the classification performances of SVM classifiers. We therefore propose SVM



with Augmented Features (AFSVM) to learn the adapted classifiers for all the tags in the set T by leveraging the existing SVM classifiers of popular tags which are associated with a large amount of positive web images. As shown in our experiments (See Section 4.2), the average retrieval performances over all the tags in the set T can be improved by using AFSVM classifiers, when compared with SVM classifiers. Specifically, let us denote the set of popular tags as Tp = {tp1 , . . . , tpKp }, where Kp is the total number of popular tags. For each tag t ∈ T , we learn a one-versus-all classifier by using the pre-learned SVM classifiers flp (x)’s of popular tags tpl ’s as well as the corresponding loosely labeled training web data (xi , yi )|N i=1 , where yi ∈ {−1, 1} is the label of sample xi and N is the total number of training samples. Motivated by [14], we assume the target classifier is in the following form: fˆ(x) = w⊤ φ(x) + β ⊤ ϕ(f (x)) + b, p where f (x) = [f1p (x), . . . , fK (x)]⊤ is the vector of decip sion values of the pre-learned classifiers flp (x)’s, and β is the weight vector, ϕ is the nonlinear feature mapping function for f (x), and w⊤ φ(x) + b is the decision function of standard SVM with φ being the nonlinear feature mapping function. The intuitive explanation for the above target classifier is based on the observation that some concepts are semantically correlated. For example, AFSVM can utilize the training images associated with concepts like “river” and “lake” when training a classifier for the concept “water”. Like in SVM, we also minimize the structural risk functional. After incorporating the target classifier fˆ(x), we arrive at the objective function:



∑ ) 1( ∥w∥2 + ∥β∥2 + C ξi , 2 i=1 N



min



w,β,ξi ,b



s.t.
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(1)



yi fˆ(xi ) ≥ 1 − ξi , ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N.



Note that, unlike the semi-parametric SVM in [14], here we also penalize the complexity of the weight vector β to control the complexity of the prelearned classifiers. By introducing the Lagrange multipliers αi ’s for inequality constraints of (1), and the nonlinear feature map⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ping ϑ([x⊤ i , f (xi ) ] ) = [φ(xi ) , ϕ(f (xi )) ] , we can arrive at the following dual form: max αi



s.t.



N ∑ i=1 N ∑



αi −



N 1 ∑ αi αj yi yj k(xˆi , xˆj ) 2 i,j=1



αi yi = 0, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C,



(2)



i=1 ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ where k(xˆi , xˆj ) = ϑ([x⊤ i , f (xi ) ] ) ϑ([xj , f (xj ) ] ) ⊤ ⊤ is the ϑ induced kernel function, and xˆi = [x⊤ i , f (xi ) ] . It is interesting to observe that the resultant optimization problem in (2) shares a similar form with the dual of SVM. The only difference is that in our method the training fea⊤ ⊤ tures are augmented as [x⊤ i , f (xi ) ] , which can be easily solved with SVM solvers such as LIBSVM1 . The implementation details are given in Procedure-1. For computational efficiency, the decision vector f (xi ) of each training image xi is obtained by using linear SVM classifiers of popular tags (See Step-1 of Procedure-1) because the training and testing processes of linear SVM using LIBLINEAR [3] are much faster.



3.3. Graph-Based Tag Refinement To further improve the tag refinement performance, we propose a graph-based tag refinement method by using the visual similarities of test photos within the same group as well as the semantic proximities of their tags. Let us denote Y ∈ RM ×K as the probability matrix obtained from AFSVM classifiers, and F ∈ RM ×K as the matrix of the final prediction labels after tag refinement, where M is the number of test images in one group and K is the number of tags in the group-specific lexicon. Let us denote the i-th row and the i-th column of F as Fi. and F.i , respectively. We also define a similarity matrix W ∈ RM ×M to represent the similarities of photos in the group. The corresponding Laplacian matrix is denoted as L = D − W , where D is∑ a diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements M as Dii = j=1 Wij . We assume that if two photos in the same group are visually similar, their associated tags should be semantically related ∑ to each other. To this end, M we can minimize E1 (F ) = 21 i,j=1 Wij ∥Fi. − Fj. ∥2 = T r(F ⊤ LF ). We similarly define W ′ ∈ RK×K to characterize the proximities of tags, and its corresponding Laplacian matrix as G. To utilize the (semantic) proximities of the tags within the ∑ group specific lexicon, we similarly minK imize E2 (F ) = 12 i,j=1 Wij′ ∥F.i − F.j ∥2 = T r(F GF ⊤ ). We propose the following objective function for tag refinement: E(F ) = ∥F − Y ∥2 + µT r(F ⊤ LF ) + λT r(F GF ⊤ ).



(3)



1. Train a linear SVM classifier for each popular tag tpl ∈ Tp , and then apply all the Kp learned linear classifiers on each training sample xi of the tags in T to obtain the decision value vector f (xi ).



Setting the derivative of (3) with respect to F to zeros, we have:



2. For each tag t ∈ T , train a new SVM classifier fˆ(x) using RBF kernel with the default bandwidth parameter based on the augmented features of the corresponding loosely labeled web training images.



Then we have:



3. Output H non-linear AFSVM classifiers fˆ(x)’s.



Procedure-1: The procedure of AFSVM To compare the results from different classifiers for the subsequent operations, the decision values from AFSVM classifiers are converted into probabilities by using the sigmoid function: gˆ(x) =



1 1 + exp(afˆ(x) + b)



,



where the optimal a and b can be learnt by using the method in [9]. 1 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvm



∂E(F ) = (F − Y ) + µLF + λF G = 0. 2∂F



AF + F B = C, where A = µL + IM ×M , B = λG and C = Y . As shown in the prior work on multi-label learning [22], this is a well known Sylvester Equation in control theory. It can be rewritten as: (IK×K ⊗ A + B ⊤ ⊗ IM ×M ) · vec(F ) = vec(C),



(4)



where ⊗ is the Kronecker product defined as U ⊗ V = [Uij V ] for any two matrices U and V , and vec(C) is the unfolded vector of matrix C. Then, (4) can be solved by linear equation, namely: vec(F ) = (IK×K ⊗ A + B ⊤ ⊗ IM ×M )−1 · vec(C). For the i-th test image, the associated tags can be ranked based on Fi. . Based on the refined tags, tag-based web photo retrieval can be carried out using more reliable relevance scores (See Section 3.4).
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3.4. Tag-based Flickr Photo Retrieval Following [10], for each query tag q, we can conduct tag-based image retrieval to rank images based on their relevance scores in descending order. We do not use the decision values of the classifiers to retrieve images directly. Instead for any test image xi , we define the relevance score as: r(xi ) = −τi + 1/ni ,



(5)



where ni is the total number of tags in the image xi , and τi is rank position of the query tag q in the tag rank list of the image xi which is decided according to the matrix F . If τi < τj , we have r(xi ) > r(xj ). This indicates the image that contains the query tag q at the top positions in its tag rank list is assigned higher relevance scores. When the positions of the query tag q are the same for two images (i.e. τi = τj ), the relevance score is decided by ni and nj , namely, the image that has fewer tags is preferred in this case.



4. Experiments We compare our proposed framework with the methods proposed in [8, 10, 12]. We refer to the methods used in [8] and [10] as kNN and KDE RW, because kNN classifier and Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) + Random Walk (RW) based methods are employed in [8] and [10], respectively. It is worth mentioning that the method proposed in [8] was also similarly used for web data-based image annotation in [20]. We also refer to the results after using the second and the third modules of our framework as AFSVM and AFSVM Refine. In kNN, KDE RW, the baseline SVM, AFSVM, AFSVM Refine, we rank the tags for each test photo and then perform tag-based photo retrieval by using the relevance scores defined in Eq. (5). For comparison, we also report the retrieval performances of [12] (referred to as SVM DV), for which we directly perform tag-based photo retrieval using SVM Decision Values. In this work, we do not compare our method with the existing learning based image annotation methods [1, 4, 13, 7] because these conventional methods currently can only tag at most hundreds of semantic concepts. In contrast, our image tagging method is intrinsically not limited by any predefined lexicon. We consider two settings. In Setting A, for each image, we only consider its original tags created by Flicker users. This setting is used to evaluate the results of tag re-ranking. In Setting B, we assume that each image can be assigned with any of the tags in the group-specific lexicon, and new tags can therefore be created for a photo that initially has few or even no tags. This setting is used to evaluate the results of tag re-ranking and the creation of new tags. In both



settings, for any query tag q, only the photos that are associated with q are considered as test photos for performance evaluation.



4.1. Dataset and Experimental Setup Our training dataset consists of about 1.3 million photos downloaded from the photo forum Photosig.com [12]. Most of the Photosig images are accompanied by rich surrounding textual descriptions including titles, categories and descriptions. After removing the high-frequency words (e.g., “the”, “photo”, “picture”) that are not meaningful, our dictionary contains 21,377 words that almost cover all the daily-life concepts in a personal collection. Each image is associated with about five words on the average. While it is possible to use millions of images from Flickr.com as the training data, we choose Photosig dataset for training and use Flickr dataset for testing in order to avoid the overlap of training and test datasets. We note that the surrounding textual descriptions of Photosig are also less noisy than those of Flickr. We have collected about 3500 test images from Flickr.com by using keywords to perform tag-based search. We choose 36 most popular tags2 including scenes/landscapes, objects and colors. In total, we download 291 groups of images from 280 Flickr users. The images within each group were captured by the same user and within one day, and each group contains 12 images on the average. The tags of Flickr test images are manually annotated by two independent annotators who are not involved in the algorithmic design. Similar to [10], we first remove some over personalized, misspelling or meaningless tags that are not defined in WordNet before manual annotation, and convert the remaining words into their prototypes. After that, we have H = 1033 remaining tags in the test Flickr dataset. For each image, all the tags in the group-specific lexicon are shown to the annotators in order to compare different methods in both settings. The annotators can remove the inaccurate tags that are irrelevant to the images during the annotation process. Only the relevant tags retained by both annotators are finally considered as the ground-truth labels for performance evaluation. Three types of global features (i.e., Grid Color Moment (225 dim.), Wavelet Texture (128 dim.), and Edge Direction Histogram (73 dim.)) are used as the default features because of their efficiency and effectiveness. Each image is further represented as a single 426-D vector by concatenating the three types of global features. Using Principal Component Analysis (PCA), all the images in training and test datasets are finally projected into the 103-D space after 2 These



tags are beach, bee, bird, blue, bridge, building, butterfly, candle, city, cloud, eye, firework, flower, garden, glass, green, home, island, lake, leaf, moon, mountain, peacock, pink, rain, red, river, rock, rose, sky, snow, sunset, tree, water, window, yellow.
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Setting A Setting B



all tags unpopular tags all tags unpopular tags



kNN [8] 52.5% 58.0% 31.7% 33.6%



KDE RW [10] 50.9% 58.8% 36.0% 39.5%



SVM DV [12] 49.2% 54.4% 36.1% 35.8%



SVM 50.8% 55.0% 38.0% 37.3%



AFSVM 54.2% 59.1% 40.3% 40.7%



AFSVM Refine 54.5% 59.5% 41.9% 42.4%



Table 1. MAPs of different algorithms in two settings. For each setting, we report MAPs over all the tags and the unpopular tags.



Original city vacation england sky london eye beautiful westminster abbey station thames night river lights big cool nice europe long exposure neon glow cross britain gorgeous londoneye kings neat Ours night river city light exposure glow station cross abbey neon vacation eye sky cool king (a) Setting A Original nature butterfly bug insect outdoors wings bush colorful chriscrowley celticsong22 butterflyonbushfocal Ours leaf butterfly insect botanical grass bug bush wings flower outdoors



(b) Setting B



Figure 3. Re-tagging results by AFSVM Refine. The tag rank lists of AFSVM Refine are obtained according to the matrix F . In setting B, the newly created words are underlined.



dimension reduction. Please refer to [12] for more details. To calculate the similarity matrix W of the test Flickr images within the same group (See Section 3.3), we adopt the Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) method [6]. As suggested in [6], we extract dense SIFT features from 16 × 16 pixel patches over a grid with spacing of 8 pixels, and we use 4 pyramid levels. We calculate the proximity matrix of tags W ′ using Google distance, namely, W ′ (ti , tj ) = exp(−ψg (ti , tj )), where ψg (ti , tj ) is the Google distance between two tags ti and tj (See [10] for more details).



4.2. Results For performance evaluation, we use non-interpolated Average Precision (AP). Mean Average Precision (MAP) is the mean of APs over all the tags or the unpopular tags. Since the test dataset is unknown before training, we choose 400 popular tags based on the frequency of images in Photosig dataset to form the set Tp . Among the 1033 tags in the Flickr dataset (i.e., the set T ), there are 310 popular tags and 723 unpopular tags. In SVM related methods, we train one-versus-all classifiers by using the default setting in LIBSVM. We empirically fix µ = 3 and λ = 0.5 in the proposed AFSVM Refine. We test the retrieval performances in two settings (i.e.,



Setting A and Setting B) using all the 1033 tags and the 723 unpopular tags as queries. The results are shown in Table 1. We have the following observations: 1) SVM is better than SVM DV, which demonstrates the effectiveness of using the relevance scores defined in Eq. (5) for tag-based web photo retrieval. 2) AFSVM outperforms both SVM and SVM DV, especially for the cases that the unpopular tags are used as queries. This demonstrates the effectiveness of using the prelearned classifiers of popular tags in AFSVM to improve the photo retrieval performance. 3) AFSVM Refine achieves the best results, thanks to the additional utilization of the graph-based tag refinement method. We also observe that the MAP improvements of AFSVM Refine over other existing algorithms [8, 10, 12] for the unpopular tags in Setting A are less pronounced. We believe it is reasonable given only a limited number of training samples in this case. 4) All the algorithms achieve worse results in Setting B, because the total number of test photos in Setting B is generally larger than that in Setting A. Typical re-tagging results in the two settings are illustrated in Fig. 3. In our tag-based photo retrieval framework, the photos are more likely to be retrieved by using their associated top-ranked tags as queries (See Eq. (5)). Therefore, the top-ranked tags are more important. For the example in Setting A, our method can place the most relevant words such as “night”, “river”, “city”, and “light” near the top of the tag rank list. For the example in Setting B, three new tags “leaf”, “botanical” and “grass” are correctly added to the top of the tag rank list. Fig. 4 shows the top-10 retrieved images in Setting A by using query tag “peacock” and Fig. 5 shows the top-10 retrieved images in Setting B by using the query tag “dog”. Clearly, the results of AFSVM Refine are much better than those of kNN, KDE RW and SVM DV.



5. Conclusions We have proposed a novel tag-based photo retrieval framework by re-tagging a group of semantically related Flickr photos. In our framework, we first construct a groupspecific lexicon consisting of only the tags of all the photos within the group. For any query tag, we obtain loosely labeled positive and negative training web images by using inverted file based method. Based on these loosely labeled training web images, we train SVMs with Augmented Fea-
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Figure 4. Top-10 retrieval results for query “peacock” in Setting A. Incorrect results are highlighted by red boxes. kNN



KDE_RW



SVM_DV



AFSVM_Refine (Ours)



Figure 5. Top-10 retrieval results for query “dog” in Setting B. Incorrect results are highlighted by red boxes.



tures (AFSVM) classifiers for all the tags in the test dataset by leveraging the prelearned SVM classifiers of popular tags. Next, we use a graph-based method to further refine the annotation tags. Finally, we conduct tag-based photo retrieval by using the relevance scores suggested in [10]. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework. Acknowledgements This work is supported by the Singapore National Research Foundation Interactive Digital Media R&D Program, under research Grant NRF2008IDMIDM004-018.
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